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Vhsiract Lineal stahiliiy ihcory is applied (o the problem of the onsel of oscillatory Difiiard-Marangoiii convection in a hon/ontal layer ol fluid
iinuiitka linni below by a rigid boundary and above by a strongly dcfoimable fiee surface and heated from belovs- We obtain critical values ol the Piandtl 
niiiiilui helms winch convection sets in as o.seillaiory motions and give an e.xainple of a situation in which two diflcient itkhJcs of instabilities coexist
ki s u Ol ds Benaid-Marangoni convection, linear stabilit) theory
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1 he unset, of convection driven by both buoyancy (Dcnard) 
,ind suifacc-lension-dnven (Marangoni) effects in initially 
iiiiicMcnr, unbounded, horizontal fluid layer was first analysed 
ihcuiciically by Nicld IM, Nield's linear stability analysis 
uMK’cmcd only the case of a non-detormable free surlace and 
iliis icstriction was subsequently relaxed by Davis and Homsy 
1-^ 1, who found that surface deformation stabilises B6 nard 
uifivccljon but destabilises Marangoni convection. Both these 
n'niiihiitions concerned the onset of steady convection. Ihe 
pi'Nsibility of oscillatory convection was first addressed by 
(ioiicsbet Cl a l  1 3 ] who concluded on the basis of an extensive 
ikimmcal search that oscillatory convection is impossible when 
the l:iycr is heated from below. All these authors assumed that 
the iwu driving mechanisms (represented by the non- 
Jininisiunal Rayleigh and Marangoni numbers respectively) 
'^cre independent. However, this may not be the case in practice
Benguria and Depassier [4] and Hashim and Wilson 15] 
klilics.sed the problem in the more physically-relevant case in 
''"'hich the Rayleigh and Marangoni numbers are linearly 
'^ k-pL'ndeni and found that oscillatory convection is now possible 
'^ hen (he layer is Jtealed from below if the free surface is 
‘•^ 'Inimahlc.
I he linearised equations and boundary conditions governing
unset of Benard-Marangoni in an initially quiescent
horizontal fluid layer bounded above by a deformable free surface 
and bounded below by a thermally conducting planar boundary 
subject to a uniform temperature gradient have been obtained 
by several authors (see, for example, Benguria and Depassier 
|4 | and Hashim and Wilson |5D and are given by
(D" D’ —— \w -(rR T  =- 0,
* r
[D- - a -  - i ) T + w  = 0,
subject to
x j -  H' = 0 .
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(D- + «^)vv + fl-M (7- / )  = (), <5)
D T + B , ( T - f )  =  0 ,  (0)
0
evaluated on the undisturbed position of the upper free surface 
;:= l,and
H. = 0. (7)
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Dw -  0,
T 0, (9)
(8)
evaluated on the lower rigid boundary r = 0, where the operator 
D = d /  dz denotes diMerentiaiion with respect to the vertical 
coordinate z. 'Fhc variables w = u (c), T= T{z )and f  denote the 
vertical variation of the r-velocity and temperature and the 
magnitude of the free surface deflection of the linear 
perturbation tti the basic state with total wave number a in the 
horizontal a-v plane and complex growth rate .s with lm(.s) = vi-. 
'I’hc non-dimcnsional groups appearing in the problem arc the 
Rayleigh number /?, the Marangom number A7, the Prandtl 
number P , the capillary number C , the Galileo number G and 
the Biot number as defined in Hashim and Wilson \5\. The 
Rayleigh number/? and the Marangom number M are related by 
M -  r  R where / '  is constant and so R and M are linearly 
dependent. The eigenvalues o) and R depend on a. P,,J \  
and the group (P^G cG ! C\) In the limit 6‘—> and/or
C,. —> 0, the iree surlace is nondeformable. l^'ollowing Benguna 
and Depassicr |4|, we set 1/C, -  0, i.e. the effect of surface 
deformation is determined only by G. Benguna and Depassicr 
|4] first identified numerically the oscillatory marginal curves in 
this case, although in all the examples they described that the 
onset of convection was steady. In this note, we present an 
example of a situation in which oscillatory convection is preferred 
to steady convection and obtain critical values of the Prandtl 
number below which this situation occurs
In Figure 1 we plot marginal stability curves for a range of 
values of and G satisfying P C = 250.
Figure 1. Numcrically-calLulaicd maiginal siabilily curves (steady - solid 
line, oscillatory - dashed linc.s) in the case / ' " I S  and fl = 0 foi a range 
1)1 values 1)1 and G satisfying PG = 250 The global minima are marked 
with dots (•)
identified by Benguria and Depassicr [4| leaves the steady one 
at a non-zero value of n and extends to « oo , while the steady
one only extends to a finite value of n. Figure I also shows that 
the onset of convection can be either steady or oscillatory, and 
m the case shown the minima of the steady and oscillaiury 
marginal curves are equal when = 0.0653
corresponding to competition between two different modes at 
the onset of convection. Steady convection is preferred Inr 
P, > P,., and oscillatory convection for P, < P,.,.. Unfortunately, 
Benguria and Depassicr |4 | failed to find a case in which 
oscillatory convection is preferred. However, very rcceniK 
Hashim |6] has shown analytically in the limit ot very short 
waves, --4 c«, that the effect of decreasing the Prandtl 
number is to decrease the oscillatory marginal curves, indicating 
the possibility of oscillatory motions as the primary mstahihiv 
In Table 1 wc present the numerically-calculated values nl 
P^  ^ (critical values below which convection sets m as 
oscillatory motions) lor a range of values of P G and m\ tlic 
case B = 0. \
Table 1. Numcnailly-calculated criiical values lx:low which i)scilliiii\i\ 
motion IS the prefened mcKle of mstabilily for a langc ol values ol (,i) /"^  
with fixed / - - I S  and (b) /' with lixcd P G -  250 both in ihe i.isc
/? =r 0
(a)
P G P a R (t),
5 0 0 14T5 3 532 17 521 2 833
150 0 1 174 4 003 31 707 5 205
250 0 0653 ^ 6 331 35 706 6 283
1 000 0 0077 15 205 40 265 7,560
(b)
r a i< U),
0 5 0 0734 6 037 13 I 608 6 476
1 0 0675 6 247 64.816 6 335
1 8 0 0653 6 331 35 706 6 283
5 0 0638 6 304 12 830 6 244
In this case, the effect of increasing P G  is to decrease the 
critical value P^,^  and for a fixed PG, the effect of increasing / ’ 
is also to decrease P . We have shown in this note that theretv
are many situations in which oscillatory convection is the 
primary instability and competition between modes exists in ihc 
problem considered by Benguria and Depassicr [4].
The inside and outside of the steady marginal curve are the 
regions of instability and stability with respect to steady 
convection respectively, while the regions above and below the 
oscillatory marginal curve are the regions of instability and 
stability with respect to oscillatory convection respectively. In 
the case shown in Figure I , the oscillatory miirgmal curve, first
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